Prediction of individual factor VIII or IX level for the correction of thrombin generation in haemophilic patients.
The thrombin generation (TG) assay can assess individual clotting potential. The thrombin generation potential is correlated with the patient's bleeding phenotype and varies from one patient to the other for the same degree of factor VIII or IX deficiency. To define in vitro for individual haemophilic patients the target factor VIII or IX level required to normalize their TG. Plasmas from 20 haemophilic patients were spiked with increasing levels of the deficient coagulation factor and TG parameters were measured. The relationships between factor levels and TG parameters were determined by linear regression. The normal range of thrombin generation was defined in 39 healthy male volunteers. Despite inter-individual heterogeneity in basal TG and responses to spiking, a linear relationship was found between factor VIII or IX levels and TG parameters for individual patients. Based on the individual responses of patient plasmas to spiking, it is possible to define in vitro the target factor VIII or IX levels needed to normalize the TG parameters. For both haemophilic A and haemophilic B patients, significant correlations were found between basal peak values and their correction slopes. The correction slope was steeper in haemophilic B patients, so the factor IX level needed to normalize the TG parameters was lower than for haemophilic A patients. The TG assay could be used to determine in vitro the patient-specific factor VIII or IX level to be reached to effectively normalize their TG. These in vitro results should be confirmed by ex-vivo studies.